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BRAND STATEMENT

Brand Statement
The divine order of dining calls for the best to
be served last.
There's no better way for operators to ensure a perfect
dining experience from beginning to end than with finebaked Devonshire desserts.
Devonshire offers sweet indulgence in every bite of the
wide selection of classic and contemporary bakery products
that are made with care and attention. From red velvet mini
cakes to caramel apple pie to black currant cheesecake,
each dessert is ready to thaw and serve and has the
delicious eye appeal and taste of a handcrafted, artisanquality treat.

Brand Statement defines the products and benefits of the brand. It’s generally
used on websites, sell sheets, guides and any promotional pieces that
showcase several items of that brand.
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BRAND VOICE

Brand Voice BTB
Devonshire desserts are made with the finest, freshest
ingredients. Each dessert is ready to thaw and serve, and
has the delicious eye appeal and taste of a handcrafted,
artisan-quality treat. To tell that story, the tone is “sell with a
smile” to make it appropriate and engaging. Three to four
descriptive sentences paint a picture of the dining
experience each product creates. The “sell” is a description
of product attributes. The “smile” is a slice-of-life statement
that lightens the mood of the copy in an attempt to endear
the brand or product to the customer.
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BRAND MARK

Brand Mark

The Devonshire logo assumes the shape of a doily with ribbon accents, bringing a boutique
(or homemade) bakery feel. It recalls the highly-cherished tea experience that is often
associated with the upper class. An image of a cupcake (with the help of the “bake shop”
descriptor) points to the brand’s specialty, while simple lettering maintains an approachable
feel.
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space &
Minimum Size
To maintain the integrity of this high-quality brand across all
applications it is important to abide by the rules laid out in
these guidelines, starting with the protected space and
minimum size. The logo should appear no smaller than 0.75
inch wide in any application. An alternate, simplified version
of the logo may be used when cruder printing processes
demand. Always respect the clear space around the logo; it
should always measure the width of the letter "E" in
"DEVONSHIRE" of the logo.
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INCORRECT USE OF THE BRAND MARK
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Incorrect Use
of the Brand Mark

®

®
®

Do not change the color.

Do not add a drop shadow.

Do not rotate the logo.

®
®

Do not skew.

Do not scale
disproportionately.

®

Do not remove or change
the graphics elements.

®

Do not place on top of busy
photography or background
color.
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Primary Color Palette
The combination of black and purple sets a distinguished,
yet very approachable tone. The touch of purple not only
showcases the baked goods for which Devonshire is known
but hints at the royal ritual of high tea.

PROCESS BLACK

PANTONE 512 C

C:
M:
Y:
K:

0
0
0
100

C:
M:
Y:
K:

55
99
3
16

R:
G:
B:

0
0
0

R:
G:
B:

131
49
119

HTML: #000000

HTML: #833177
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typeface used for Devonshire is Gotham.
Gotham is a geometric sans-serif chosen for its clean, legible
and appealing qualities. Available in a broad range of weights
and styles, condensed styles dominate the Devonshire brand
to complement the lettering of the logo. Berthold Akzidenz
Grotesk supplements Gotham.

Gotham HTF Bold Condensed
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Bold Condensed
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Devonshire food imagery is light and refreshing. Often
paired with salads and fresh greens, the lighting is airy
and soft.
Delicious food photography is a very important part of every
brand when designing collateral and print ads. It is essential
that it looks appealing and fresh with food that is always
plated on white. Pay close attention to food styling; the food
should look like it was prepared in a restaurant by an
experienced chef, not like a home-cooked meal.
Devonshire images should be photographed with a short
depth of field for a soft-focus background. This effect may
be achieved in post production.
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Glamour Shots (Sell Sheet Covers)

Application Shots

Delicious food photography is a very important part of
every brand when designing collateral and print ads. It is
essential that it looks appealing and fresh. Food imagery
should look like it was prepared in a restaurant by an
experienced chef, not like a home-cooked meal. Raw food
ingredients are also acceptable and may be used to tell an

ingredient or flavor story. Always choose the freshest and
least-processed imagery of raw food ingredients to
reinforce the message of quality. Food should be
photographed with bright, airy lighting and retouched to
eliminate shadows and distracting imperfections.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel
Applications
US Foods® marketing campaigns always include digital
extensions that involve websites, apps, social media and more.
The tone exactly mimics the US Foods program that it's a part
of (The Scoop, Food Fanatics®). In fact, it is recommended that
we lift much of the copy from the printed materials and use it
as a base to create the digital works.
For experiential marketing applications, there should be no
limits to creativity to delight and engage customers. That
includes the US Foods voice. The copy must be bright and fun
to encourage the reader to participate.
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Sweet Indulgence in Every Bite
Devonshire® offers sweet indulgence in every bite of its wide
selection of classic and contemporary bakery products made
with care and attention. Each dessert is ready to thaw and
serve, and has the delicious eye appeal and taste of a
handcrafted, artisan-quality treat.

Product Inspiration

Features & Benefits

It’s convenient to serve a fun and whimsical treat that
involves almost no cleanup. As individual hand-held
dessert sales continue to rise, these cake pops will meet
every kid’s need for their own dessert options.

• Hand-dipped and spun
• 100% yield
• Pair with international coffees or after-dinner
“cordials”
• A great item targeted at kids

Vanilla cake is hand-dipped in sweet white chocolate, then
rolled in rainbow sprinkles. You can also serve a rich
chocolate cake, hand-dipped in a sweet blend of fine, dark
chocolate and then rolled in chocolate sprinkles. Cake pops
are great for kids or as a bite-size offering for adults.

Ideal Uses

• Snack
• Treat
• Dessert
• Birthday party dessert option
• A decoration with ice cream

Premium Lemon rasPberry Layered CheeseCake
Premium sweet Potato maPLe Layered CheeseCake

BIRTHDAY CAKE POP
CHOCOLATE CAKE POP

Dessert “mash-ups” are a super-popular trend and tastes like these are the
reason why! These delectably layered cheesecakes bring the tastiest of
America’s favorite desserts together in each bite! They come to you
pre-sliced and frozen so you can use only what you need – thaw a whole
cake or individual slices.

Serve a fun dessert that appeals to kids of all ages that you can only get
from US Foods®. This perfectly proportioned cake provides a sweet treat
without the guilt. Time to celebrate dessert!

A-Code

Product Description

Pack Size

8744005

Birthday Cake Pop

6/10/1 oz.

8743544

Chocolate Cake Pop

6/10/1 oz.

For more information about Devonshire®
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact
your local US Foods representative. 06-2014

© 2014 US Foods

Sell Sheets
“With so many restaurants turning to artisan and local
ingredients, pie is one of the easiest ways to showcase the season.
It’s one of the last old ‘new’ discoveries.”
Alisa Huntsman, pastry chef at Loveless Cafe in Nashville, Tenn.

OUR ASSORTMENT OF PIES
Rich and creamy, with the freshest ingredients

Pies and Pie Crust Guide

Pumpkin Pie

Apple Pie

Cherry, Blueberry & Peach Pies

With a rich sienna color and a tender
crust, this pie has a nutty, sweet and spicy
pumpkin filling.

The flaky, tender crust perfectly delivers a
sweet and spicy apple cinnamon filling with
each bite.

The flaky, tender crust perfectly delivers a
sweet and tasty cherry, blueberry or peach
filling with each bite.

Southern Pecan Pie

Boston Cream Pie

Coconut Cream Pie

One part gooey, one part nutty and all parts
delicious, this sweet and tender pie really
sums up “yum.”

Cake filled with a creamy custard and
frosted with rich chocolate. You can debate
if it’s a cake or pie. Customers won’t debate
about it being delicious.

The rich texture of a creamy coconut filling
and decadently sweet whipped topping
come together to create a classic dessert.

Chocolate Cream Pie

Lemon Meringue

Pie Shells

Rich and flavorful, this chocolate cream is
a dream come true for chocoholics and
always a customer favorite.

A rich, lemony custard topped with a
fluffy light meringue brings tart and sweet
together so exquisitely.

Flexible, raw dough produces a light and
flakey texture and a golder brown color.

Pie Guide
“Life is short. Eat dessert first.”
Award winning pastry chef Jacques Torres

LAYER CAKES
Chocolate and Beyond
Special touches make every cake look and taste like homemade. Just thaw and serve.
Place an eye-appealing assortment on a platter and have a server walk through the
restaurant to offer closer looks and drive impulse sales.

DESSERT IS IN
BIG DEMAND
A fully stocked dessert menu leaves
your customers with a lingering sweet
taste from their dining experience.
No wonder 58% of restaurant
operators rank desserts in their Top 5
must-have items.
All our desserts offer thaw-and-serve
convenience that reduces labor costs
and helps assure quality presentation
every time.

Ultimate Chocolate Layer Cake

Chocolate Cake Tower

Carrot Cake

Still number one among cake flavors,
nothing beats chocolate. Two layers of
chocolate decadence, courtesy of Barry
Callebaut gourmet chocolate. Made
with butter, topped with chocolate
mousse and finished with a rich, silky
chocolate ganache.

This Devonshire® four layer cake is a
dream fulfilled for your chocoholic
customers. Each gigantic layer, made
with Barry Callebaut gourmet
chocolate, tempts with a rich chocolate
icing and chocolate cookie crumb finish.

Second only to chocolate for dessert
lovers, carrot cake is a must-have
offering. Devonshire piles on the
quality: three delicious layers of moist
cake, loaded with shredded carrots,
pecans, crushed pineapple and spices.
We finish it off with a real cream
cheese icing.

Keep it fresh: Garnish with seasonal
fruits and sauces.

Keep it fresh: Perfect as a 6 serving or
more shareable table dessert or special
occasion cake.

Keep it fresh: Decorate with pecans
and sauce.

Let Them Eat Cake
• The most popular player remains
cake, with a 47% slice of current
dessert menus in the U.S.
• Cheesecake is the second most
popular dessert item, with a 38%
market share.
• The perennial favorite of
cheesecake aficionados is our
Vanilla New York Cheese. It’s a
classic in the dessert world!

CAKES, CHEESECAKES AND DESSERT BARS GUIDE

Favorite Cake Flavors

Devonshire® cakes, cheesecakes, dessert bars, brownies, tarts and
more. Every one of our delicious desserts contains premium ingredients
that are crafted with care and baked to a grand finish. Irresistible
indulgences that get better with each blissful bite, these meal endings
are downright inspirational.

•
•
•
•
•

Chocolate & Vanilla
Red Velvet
Carrot
Peanut Butter
Lemon

Grandma’s Carrot Cake

Carrot Cake Tower

Our moist two-layer carrot
cake is loaded with shredded
carrots, pecan pieces, and
crushed pineapple covered
with a delicious cream cheese
frosting and garnished with
chopped walnuts.

Four monster layers of
super-moist carrot cake,
iced and layered with a silky
cream cheese icing and
finished off with chopped
walnuts. A real treat, it’s the
second most popular cake
on dessert menus.

Keep it fresh: Decorate
with pecans and sauce.

Keep it fresh: Ideal as 6
serving or more shareable
table dessert and special
occasion feast.

Lemon Italian Cream
Layer Cake

Use the powerful appeal of
lemon to sell this beauty:
a winning combination of
yellow cake layers filled with
Italian lemon cream, made
from real mascarpone
cheese, finished with vanilla
cake crumb on the sides, and
lightly dusted with
confectioners’ sugar.
Keep it fresh: Garnish with
seasonal fruit or serve with
spumoni, “Cent Anni!”

Lemon Mist Layer Cake

Our cake is a gourmet’s
delight, featuring rich lemon
filling and real whipped
cream between four layers of
génoise. We finish it with
French lemon buttercream
and decorate with croquant
and candied lemon slices.
Keep it fresh: Garnish with
seasonal fruit and whipped
cream.

Sweet Indulgence in Every Bite
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Cake Guide

Rolltop Banner
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PACKAGING

Packaging
All design standards also apply to the packaging of every
product. Design cues such as color, fonts, etc., must be
incorporated to maintain a cohesive look. Please refer to
packaging guidelines for complete information regarding
packaging design.
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